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Abstract— This paper investigates how end-to-end driving
models can be improved to drive more accurately and human-
like. To tackle the first issue we exploit semantic and visual maps
from HERE Technologies and augment the existing Drive360
dataset with such. The maps are used in an attention mechanism
that promotes segmentation confidence masks, thus focusing the
network on semantic classes in the image that are important for
the current driving situation. Human-like driving is achieved
using adversarial learning, by not only minimizing the imitation
loss with respect to the human driver but by further defining a
discriminator, that forces the driving model to produce action
sequences that are human-like. Our models are trained and
evaluated on the Drive360 + HERE dataset, which features
60 hours and 3000 km of real-world driving data. Extensive
experiments show that our driving models are more accurate
and behave more human-like than previous methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last few decades autonomous driving has seen
dramatic advances, from the humble beginnings [1], over the
DARPA challenges [2], [3], to today’s autonomous driving
companies which have driven tens of millions of miles
autonomously on public roads.
These massive gains were achieved by improving all the
components of an autonomous car over the years. Advances
were not limited to the hardware, but also to the algorithms
necessary to drive a car. Normally these algorithms are large
software stacks that are built using multiple layers, such as
perception, localization, motion planning, and control, see
[3], [4]. However, due to the complexity of such stacked
systems, in recent years we have seen a rise of end-to-end
driving models that solve autonomous driving. These driving
models are an elegant alternative by directly mapping sensor
inputs to driving actions [5]–[7].
Most works on end-to-end driving models use simplistic
sensor setups, when compared to traditional autonomous
driving stacks [3]. However, recent work showed, that ren-
dered maps can improve the performance of end-to-end
driving models [7], [8], and if HD-maps are available that
they can be even used as a fundamental part of the end-to-
end driving model [9], [10].
End-to-end driving models can be deployed to either
maneuver an autonomous car, act as a sanity checker of a
traditional stack in a tandem approach or be used to evaluate
human driving in mobility as a service applications (s.a. taxi
*The work is supported by Toyota via the project TRACE-Zurich.
driver fatigue). But as such, they not only need to be able to
drive accurately, but should also drive human-like, as this is
believed to increase the acceptance of autonomous cars [11]–
[13] and improve human driver evaluation capability.
In this work, we tackle both accurate driving, using
high fidelity semantic maps, and human-like driving. This
also directly defines our three main contributions: First,
the Drive360 dataset introduced in [7] is extended with
high precision semantic maps from HERE Technologies.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first large scale
dataset, suited for training end-to-end driving models that
includes high precision semantic maps. Second, we propose
a novel way to include these semantic maps in the end-to-
end driving model using an attention mechanism that can
promote different confidence masks of a semantic segmenta-
tion network, allowing to combine the map information with
semantic information in the image. Third, to achieve human-
like driving we propose to use adversary learning to teach the
car about human driving styles. Specifically, a discriminator
is trained, together with our driving model, to distinguish
between human driving and our “machine” driving. This
allows us to train for accurate and human-like driving at
the same time. A preliminary version of this work has been
released on arXiv before with substantial differences [14].
II. RELATED WORK
Driving Models. Significant progress has been made in au-
tonomous driving in the last few years. Classical approaches
require the recognition of all driving-relevant objects, such
as lanes, traffic signs, traffic lights, cars and pedestrians, and
then perform motion planning, which is further used for final
vehicle control [4]. These type of systems are sophisticated,
and represent the current state-of-the-art for autonomous
driving, however they are hard to maintain and prone to error
accumulation along the pipeline.
End-to-end driving methods, on the other hand, construct
a direct mapping from the sensory input to the actions.
The idea can be traced back to the 1980s [15]. Other
more recent end-to-end examples include [5]–[7], [16]–[19].
In [5], the authors trained an end-to-end method with a
collection of front-facing videos. The idea was extended
later on by using a larger video dataset [20], by adding
side tasks to regularize the training [19], [20], by introducing
directional commands [6] and route planners [7] to indicate
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the destination, by using multiple surround-view cameras to
extend the visual field [7], by adding synthesized off-the-
road scenarios [9], and by adding modules to predict when
the model fails [21]. The main contributions of this work,
namely using semantic map data, either directly or through
an attention mechanism, and rendering human-like driving
in an end-to-end learning framework, are complementary to
all methods developed before.
There are also methods dedicated to robust transfer of
driving policies from a synthetic domain to the real world
domain [22], [23]. Some other works study how to better
evaluate the learned driving models [24], [25]. Those works
are complementary to our work. Other contributions have
chosen the middle ground between traditional pipe-lined
methods and the monolithic end-to-end approach. They learn
driving models from compact intermediate representations
called affordance indicators such as distance to the front car
and existence of a traffic light [26], [27]. Our engineered
features from semantic maps can be considered as some sort
of affordance indicators. Recently, reinforcement learning for
driving [28]–[30] and learning to drive in simulators [31],
[32] have both received increased attention.
Navigation Maps. Increasing the accuracy and robustness
of self-localization on a map [33]–[35] and computing the
fastest, most fuel-efficient trajectory from one point to an-
other through a road network [36]–[38] have been popular
research fields for many years. By now, navigation systems
are widely used to aid human drivers or pedestrians. Yet,
their integration for learning driving models has not received
a lot of attention in the academic community, mainly due to
limited accessibility [7]. We integrate industrial standard se-
mantic maps – from HERE Technologies – into the learning
of our driving models. We show the advantage of using these
maps either in a straightforward late fusion approach or via a
map-based attention module. Similar map features have been
used recently in an ADAS system for motorcycle [39].
Attention. In recent years several researchers propose to
use different attention mechanism, for end-to-end driving
models [40]–[42]. In [40] visual attention map is used to
visualize the focus of the network. In [41], the attention is
more guided and can only promote detected objects. Whereas
the former is vision-based, in [42], natural language based
advise to the network is used to focus the network’s attention.
Our approach differs in the sense that it does not use visual
or language-based attention guidance but instead utilizes the
rich information present in semantic maps to promote visual
object classes based on the driving location.
Human-Like Driving. A large body of work has studied
human driving styles [43], [44]. Also statistical approaches
were employed to evaluate human drivers and to suggest
improvements [45], [46]. Some work has even studied
human-like motion planning of autonomous cars, but it was
constrained to simulated scenarios [11], [12]. In [47] a cost
function that can generate human-like driving was learned
using inverse reinforcement learning. Instead of learning a
cost, in our work we rely on adversarial learning to force our
driving model to generate action sequences that come from
the same distribution as human action sequences. Note that
using adversarial learning is not a new concept in imitation
learning [48]. However, using a discriminator to force the
policy to learn human like action sequences is new and
compared to [48] our approach is applicable to systems
where environment interactions are restricted.
III. APPROACH
In this section, we present our contributions: we extend
the existing Drive360 dataset with semantic and visual maps
from HERE, we improve state-of-the-art end-to-end driving
models with maps and attention modules and finally we for-
mulate a new adversarial training strategy to enable human-
like driving.
A. Drive360 + HERE
In this section, we describe how we augment real-world
driving data, specifically the Drive360 dataset [7] with ad-
ditional map data from HERE Technologies. All our HERE
map data will be made publicly available.
1) Obtaining HERE Map Data: The original Drive360
dataset features 60 hours of real-world driving data over 3000
km. It offers recordings of eight roof-mounted cameras, a
rendered TomTom visual-route planning module and vehicle
speed and steering wheel angle recorded from the human
driver. However, this dataset comes with two significant
shortcomings, 1) the visual-route planner rendered by a cell
phone app is not always synchronized precisely to the camera
streams and 2) it lacks precise semantic map information.
To tackle these two issues, we augment the Drive360
dataset with HERE Technologies map data to supply an
accurately synchronized visual-route planning module and
additional semantic map information. Drive360 offers a time
stamped GPS trace for each route recorded. We use a path-
matcher based on a hidden markov model employing the
Viterbi algorithm [49] to calculate the most likely path trav-
eled by the vehicle during dataset recording, thus, snapping
the recorded GPS trace to the underlying road network. This
improves our vehicle localization accuracy significantly over
the recorded GPS trace, especially in urban environments
where the raw GPS signal may be weak and noisy. Through
the path-matcher we obtain a map matched GPS coordinate
for each time stamp, which is then used to query the HERE
Technologies map database to obtain the various types of
map data. As we are augmenting an existing dataset, using
a path-matcher is our best option for obtaining precise
localization given the existing data.
Note that the particular HERE map we query is not
considered a true HD-map as used in today’s Geo-fenced
autonomous driving applications. However, in contrast, the
employed map is available for large parts of the world
and has significantly more coverage than the geographically
restricted HD-maps. In fact, the employed HERE map has
coverage for all Drive360 routes including those in rural
parts of Switzerland, where, in the foreseeable future, cor-
responding HD-maps will not be available. This enables the
development of autonomous driving in areas with no HD-
map coverage.
Group and Name Range Description
1.a distanceToIntersection [0m, 250m] Road-distance to next intersection encounter.
1.b distanceToTrafficLight [0m, 250m] Road-distance to next traffic light encounter.
1.c distanceToPedestrianCrossing [0m, 250m] Road-distance to next pedestrian crossing encounter.
1.d distanceToYieldSign [0m, 250m] Road-distance to next yield sign encounter.
2.a speedLimit [0km/h, 120km/h] Legal speed limit for road sector.
2.b freeFlowSpeed [0km/h,∞km/h) Average driving speed based on underlying road geometry.
3.a curvature [0m−1,∞m−1) Inverse radius of the approximated road geometry by means
4.a turnNumber [0,∞) Index of road at next intersection to travel (counter-clockwise).
5.a ourRoadHeading [−180◦, 180◦) Relative heading of road that car will take at next intersection.
5.b otherRoadsHeading (−180◦, 180◦) Relative heading of all other roads at next intersection.
6.a - 6.e futureHeadingXm [−180◦, 180◦) Relative heading of map matched GPS coordinate in X ∈ {1, 5, 10, 20, 50} meters.
TABLE I
A SUMMARY OF HERE MAP DATA USED IN THIS WORK.
Fig. 1. An illustration of HERE map features used in this work. Please
refer to Table I for a detailed feature description.
2) Visual Rendering: Employing the map matched GPS
coordinates we can render a new visual-route planning mod-
ule using HERE maps that is better temporally aligned to the
rest of the Drive360 data streams. We render a fixed size map
segment, with a real-world size of 200m by 200m, where
the current map-matched position is located in the center of
the image (575px by 575px), and the map is oriented with
respect to the cars heading. The rendered map contains a
detailed rendering of the road network with the past and
future route highlighted.
3) Semantic Maps: HERE Technologies has generated an
abundant amount of semantic map data. We selected 15 types
of data of 6 categories, as described in Table I. All features
belonging to category 1 will be capped at 250m, for example
no distanceToTrafficLight feature is given if the next
traffic light on route is further than 250m from the current
map matched position. The features of category 5 specify
the relative heading of all roads exiting the next approaching
intersection, with regard to the map matched entry heading,
see Figure 1. The features of category 6 specify the relative
heading of the planned route a certain distance in advance.
This relative heading is only calculated with map matched
positions. The relative heading is dependent on the road
geometry and the route taken, see Figure 1. Using more types
of map data constitutes our future work.
4) Towards Performance Interpret-ability: An extremely
useful feature of the HERE semantic map is that they enable
driving-scenario specific model training and evaluation by
defining data subsets. The original Drive360 dataset came
without driving-scenario annotation. Therefore, it was in-
feasible to select a subset of, for example, traffic light or
pedestrian crosswalk samples. However, with HERE data
annotation it is now possible to filter the Drive360 dataset
along any of the given features, providing the community
with much finer control over the training or evaluation set
samples. For example, combining the two filters distance to
traffic light less than 50m and vehicle stopped, one, with
high probability, obtains mainly instances where the vehicle
is stopped at a red light. A subsequent evaluation on this
subset allows for better performance interpret-ability of the
driving model in selected driving scenarios.
B. Driving Models
The community has developed promising driving models
based on camera data [6], [7], [20]. However, the focus has
mainly been on perception, not so much navigation. Thus
far, the representations for navigation are either primitive
directional commands in a simulation environment [6], [27]
or rendered top down views of planned routes in real-world
environments [7]–[10].
1) Basic Driving Model: Our basic driving model is
adopted from the approach presented in [7] and combines
front-facing camera data with rendered navigation informa-
tion. The model takes a sequence of past images and map
renders and predicts the steering angle δ and velocity v for
a future time step.
More precisely, we use the following notation in our end-
to-end driving model, let It denote the t-th frame in the
front-facing video stream, Mt the t-th frame of the rendered
navigation maps. We regard these images as our observation
and group them as Ot = (It,Mt). As mentioned our model
should compute the steering angle δ and velocity v, thus
our actions at the t-th time step, are given by at = (δt, vt).
Note that all observations and actions are synchronized and
sampled at the same sampling rate f .
It is well known that a single image is not sufficient as
an observation to control a dynamic system such as a car
[7], [50], thus we use the K last frames as an input to our
driving model. To denote this sequence of observations we
use the following notation O[t−K+1,t] := 〈Ot−K+1, ..., Ot〉.
Thus, we can now define our basic end-to-end driving model
pibd, which computes the next control action given the last
K observations
at+1 = pibd(O[t−K+1,t]) . (1)
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Fig. 2. Basic end-to-end driving model.
Given the Drive360 dataset, described in Section III-A, it
is straightforward to use imitation learning to train our end-
to-end driving model, since we have both the observations
and the expert (human) actions a∗. To formulate the problem,
we assume that our dataset has T +1 observation and action
pairs and that our deep driving model is parametrized by
Θbd. Thus, the model can be learned by solving the following
supervised learning problem,
Θ?bd = arg min
Θbd
T∑
t=K
‖a∗t+1 − at+1‖ . (2)
The architecture of the network is similar to the one used
in [7], without using the surround-view cameras. Thus, the
image is fed through a visual encoder, and the resulting
latent variable zI,t is further processed with an LSTM, which
results in a hidden state ht. The map renders are also fed
through a visual encoder, resulting in a latent variable zM,t.
The three variables, zI,t, zM,t, and ht, are then concatenated
and two fully connected networks predict the actions, the full
network can be seen in Figure 2.
C. Driving Model with Richer Map Information
As highlighted in Section III-A.2 we have augmented
the existing Drive360 dataset to include more precise map
renders that exhibit higher temporal synchronization and
can replace the existing rendered navigation instructions
(TomTom images). In addition, as described in Section III-
A.3, we have augmented the Drive360 dataset to include
semantic map information such as distance to traffic lights,
intersections, crosswalks, speed limits and road curvature etc.
We now present two methods to include this semantic map
information into our driving models.
1) Semantic Maps via Late Fusion: The first, albeit naive,
approach is to append the semantic map information to our
observations. We call this the late fusion approach as we are
appending the data towards the end of the model pipeline.
We format the semantic map information from all1 groups
as a vector and denote this vector at time step t as nt. This
allows formulating a new observation for the driving model
Omt = (It,Mt, nt). Given the new observation we can define
a driving model pim(Om[t−K+1,t]).
To use the map information we introduce a new sub-
module in our driving model. Therefore, nt is processed
using a fully connected network and the resulting latent
variable zn,t is concatenated with zI,t, zM,t, and ht, before
the actions are computed, see Figure 3 for an illustration.
We have investigated other network architectures such
as recurrent neural networks and/or feeding in a temporal
1see Section IV for a ranking of individual group contribution.
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Fig. 3. End-to-end driving model using semantic map data
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Fig. 4. End-to-end driving model using semantic map data and attention
sequence of nt, but did not observe further improvement.
Thus, we opt for the single time-point, fully connected
approach.
2) Semantic Map Attention: Semantic map information
is very informative and useful for driving. For example,
human drivers are usually alerted ahead of time, by a street
sign, to an upcoming pedestrian crosswalk. This allows the
human driver to pay special attention to any pedestrians
in the vicinity. Thus only employing semantic maps in the
late fusion stage of the network, as done in Section III-C.1,
seems blunt. Ideally we would like to fuse this semantic map
information during the perception stage as well, such that the
driving model, similar to the human driver, is alerted to focus
attention on important objects for the scenario ahead.
We propose a method that promotes output class proba-
bilities of a segmentation network based on semantic map
information. Our approach uses a semantic segmentation
network [51] pretrained on the Cityscapes dataset [52] that
generates a confidence mask for all 19 classes. These masks
are then promoted using a soft attention network that takes
semantic map information, such as distance to a crosswalk or
to a traffic light and the hidden state of the LSTM as input,
and outputs a 19 class attention vector. Thus, the attention
network allows us to boost individual class probabilities of
the segmentation network based on semantic map informa-
tion. The idea being, similar to how a sign might warn a
human driver of an upcoming crosswalk and consequently
focusing the human driver on detecting pedestrians, our
attention network can boost the probability of the pedestrian
class if we are close to a pedestrian crossing. The same
for traffic light detection when the map tells that the car
is approaching a traffic light.
More precisely our complete architecture is shown in
Figure 4. Compared to the network used in the previous
section, the main difference is the addition of the segmenta-
tion network and the attention network. This part first passes
the front-facing camera image through the segmentation net-
work, which generates confidence masks for all classes. The
output of the network are 19 confidence masks, for classes
such as pedestrians, road, and traffic signs. We denote the i-
th confidence mask as CMi. A direct use of the segmentation
results may not be optimal as the method might misclassify
the important objects for the current situation or completely
misses them due to low confidence score. Therefore, we
use an attention network to promote the different confidence
masks, where the promotion is based on the numeric map
information and the previous hidden state of the LSTM.
The promoted confidence mask of the i-th class PCMi, is
computed as follows:
α = f(nt, ht−1) ,
a =
α
max(‖α‖2, ) ,
PCMi = ai · CMi , (3)
where, α ∈ R19 is the attention vector and a ∈ R19
normalized promotion vector, f is a fully connected network,
and  = 10−19 is added to avoid divisions by zero. Note that
we use a normalization, compared to the more popular soft
max to generate a, as it is likely that several classes are
important at each time step.
The rest of the network architecture stays the same com-
pared to the model with semantic maps, and we denote the
resulting driving model as piam(Om[t−K+1,t]). Note that both
semantic map based networks can be trained using imitation
learning, as formulated in (2) for the basic driving model.
D. Human-Like Driving
When training the driving model as presented in (2),
the decision problem is treated as a supervised regression
problem with i.i.d. targets (expert actions). However, in
reality, this is not the case and actions taken in the current
time instant influence the actions in the next time steps.
Including this temporal dependency is fundamental while
training an end-to-end driving model, thus, we propose
matching action sequences (which we call drivelets) instead
of single actions. We denote a drivelet for the next N time
steps by at = 〈aTt , ..., aTt+N 〉, where at is computed using
one of the previously proposed driving models. Given a
drivelet, the imitation learning problem can be posed as,
Θ? = arg min
Θ
T−N∑
t=K
‖a∗t+1 − at+1‖ . (4)
However, simply matching a sequence of actions does not
change the regression problem, since there is no loss on
the temporal information of the drivelet. In this section we
propose to formulate the problem as a Generative Adver-
sarial Network (GAN) [53], where the driving model is the
generator, and the discriminator judges if a drivelet is from
the same distribution as human drivelets.
To formulate the GAN problem, we introduce a discrimi-
nator ∆, consisting of a fully connected network, parameter-
ized by ν. The discriminator takes a drivelet at as input, and
outputs the probability of classifying this drivelet as human
driving. Using the standard GAN learning framework, the
discriminator tries to correctly classify human and machine
drivelets, whereas the driving model tries to fool the discrim-
inator into thinking its drivelets are generated by a human
driver. Thus, we define our loss for human-like driving as
Lhumt = −log(∆(at)) . (5)
Combining the human-like GAN loss, with the imitation loss,
we can formulate our new human-like imitation learning
problem, as a zero-sum game between the driving policy
and the discriminator,
min
Θ
max
ν
T−N∑
t=k
‖a∗t − at]‖+ λLhumt , (6)
where λ allows to trade-off imitation of the human driver
and generating human-like drivelets.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Implementation Details
Our driving model consists of multiple submodules:
(1) Front-Camera Module: Our core image module consists
of a Resnet18 [54] CNN to process sequences of front facing
camera images. The resulting 2096 element latent variable
zI,t is fed to an LSTM with 64 hidden states. We opt for
a Resnet18 architecture due to its small size, whereas larger
CNNs can be substituted for higher accuracy.
(2) Front-Camera Attention Module: We use the segmen-
tation network proposed by [51] pre-trained on Cityscapes to
generate a 19 class confidence mask by removing the argmax
layer. This confidence mask is channel-appended with the
front facing camera image resulting in a 22-channel “image”
that is processed in a Resnet18 [54] CNN where the first
layer is modified to accept 22 channels instead of 3. The
fully connected network in the attention mechanism (3), is a
three layer network with 128 - 64 - 19 neurons.
(3) Visual Map Module: Following [7], a fine-tuned
AlexNet [55] is used to process the rendered navigation
maps, either from TomTom or HERE.
(4) Semantic Map Module: A fully connected network with
three layers and 30 neurons per layer is used to to process
all semantic map information.
(5) Control Module: Following [7], the control module
consists of two action heads that predict either steering angle
or speed. Each action head is composed of a fully connected
network with three layers, and 64 - 64 - 32 neurons.
(6) Human-like Module: A fully-connected, three-layer
discriminator network with 10 neurons per layer is used to
classify the human-like driving.
Combinations of these sub-modules allow us to define the
three driving model architectures proposed, along with any
intermediate driving model representations, see Table II. As
a note, all models include the control module.
In Table II, Model4 is our late fusion semantic map model,
corresponding to the model proposed in Section III-C.1. It
uses the front-facing camera, visual map and semantic map
module. As a build up to Model4 we define Models1−3 to
validate the late fusion approach. Model6 is our attention
network approach, corresponding to Section III-C.2. This
model incorporates the front-camera attention model along
with the semantic and visual map modules for guidance.
As validation to Model6 we propose Model5 which is
similar but includes the segmentation masks without the
attention module. Model7 is our adversarial human-like
model, corresponding to Section III-D. It incorporates the
front camera, visual and semantic maps, and the human-like
module. Finally we present Model8 which is combination
of all sub-modules.
Each driving model is trained on a subset (580k sequences)
of the Drive360 + HERE dataset. The subset is selected
using the semantic map annotation and includes a more even
distribution of curved to straight roads, as well as traffic light
and pedestrian crossing situations. This subset speeds up the
training process by a factor of 3 compared to the full dataset
while not significantly sacrificing accuracy. We train with a
batch size of 8 for three epochs on an Nvidia V100 GPU.
B. Evaluation
A driving model should drive as accurately as possible in
a wide range of scenarios. As our models are trained via im-
itation learning, we define accuracy as how close the model
predictions are to the human ground truth maneuver under
the L2 distance metric. We define Aδ as the mean squared
error in the steering angle prediction and Av as the mean
squared error in the vehicle speed prediction. Specifically,
we predict the steering wheel angle δt+1s and vehicle speed
vt+1s 1s into the future 2. We use a SmoothL1 loss to jointly
train δt+1s and vt+1s using the Adam Optimizer with an
initial learning rate of 10−4.
Evaluation Sets. We denote the complete Drive360 test
set by S, consisting of around 10 hours of driving, covering
a wide range of situations including city and countryside
driving. While one overall metric, such as MSE, on the whole
test set is easier to interpret, evaluations on specific scenarios
can highlight the strengths and weaknesses of driving models
at a finer granularity. By enriching the Drive360 dataset with
HERE map data, we can filter the test set S for specific
scenarios. We have chosen three interesting scenarios in this
evaluation:
• A ⊂ S where the distance to the next traffic light is less
than 40m or the distance to the next pedestrian crossing
is less than 40m and the speed limit is less than or equal
to 50km/h. Translates to approaching a traffic light or
pedestrian crossing in the city.
• B ⊂ S where the curvature is greater than 0.01 and
the speed limit is 80 km/h and the distance to the next
intersection greater than 100m. Translates to winding
road where road radius is less than 100m and no
intersections in the vicinity.
• C ⊂ S where the distance to the next intersection is less
than 20m, named approaching an intersection.
Comparison to state-of-the-art. We compare our method
to two state-of-the-art end-to-end driving methods [20] and
[7]. They are trained under the same settings as our method
2Predicting further into the future is possible and our experiments have
shown a growing degradation in accuracy the further one predicts.
is trained. The results are shown at the top of Table II. Our
three approaches achieve significant performance gains over
the two competing methods. The following sections will now
evaluate each approache in detail.
1) Semantic Maps: We have presented two methods that
make use of the semantic maps, late fusion and atten-
tion based. Late-Fusion. By comparing the performance of
Model1−4 in Table II, one can find that driving accuracy
improves significantly when using maps in general and
semantic maps in particular. The best results are achieved
by using the combination of semantic and visual maps as
done in Model4. The benefit of semantic and visual maps
are most dramatically illustrated in Model3, which does
not incorporate front-facing camera information at all to
predict driving maneuvers. Model3 performs competitively
for steering angle prediction, yet fails dramatically for speed
prediction. This is in line with the intuition that, on aver-
age, mapping road curvature to steering commands leads
to accurate driving, because we usually do not perform
evasive maneuvers. It goes without saying that Model3
would fail horribly if an evasive maneuver is required or
vehicle localization fails. As speed is extremely dependent
on other vehicles in the vicinity we observe the drop in speed
prediction performance due to lack of camera observations.
The best results are achieved by using semantic and visual
maps together. We reason that the visual map module offers
a complete world view, in other words, an aggregation of all
road geometries. It is designed to facilitate human driving,
but it seems that neural networks benefit from having this
intuitive representation as well.
The designed features out of our semantic map data
are in stark contrast to the rendered visual representation.
They are accurate and unequivocal. By using semantic map
features, our method Model4 outperforms [7] which only
uses rendered visual maps. It also outperforms [20] which
uses no map information. The used semantic map features
are all relevant to driving. Individual feature groups, however,
contribute to a different extent. We experimentally verified
individual feature group contribution and have the following
ranking for speed prediction 2>1>6>5>3>4 and steering
angle prediction 3>6>1>2>4>5, in line with intuition.
Semantic Map Based Attention. Model5 adds segmenta-
tion network probability masks and improves upon Model4
in terms of steering and speed prediction. Thus segmentation
masks on their own are beneficial. However, we would like
to validate whether our semantic map attention can boost
driving model performance further. Indeed, Model6, which
adds in our attention mechanism, further improves over
Model5, showing that it is not only the presence of the
segmentation mask that is responsible for the performance
gains but indeed the attention mechanism.
Utilizing the semantic maps for subset selection, we dive
into a more fine grained evaluation illustrated in Figure
5. Here we compare the performance of Model1 (front-
camera only), Model4 (visual+semantic maps) and Model6
(attention model) in three unique driving situations. These
driving situations are defined as the vehicle being within 80m
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TABLE II
THE PERFORMANCE OF ALL VARIANTS OF OUR METHOD EVALUATED ON THE FOUR EVALUATION SETS DEFINED. DRIVING ACCURACY (MSE ERROR)
IS DENOTED BY Aδ & Av FOR STEERING ANGLE (DEGREE) AND SPEED (KM/H) RESPECTIVELY, AND THE HUMAN-LIKELINESS SCORE BY H (%). ↑
MEANS THAT HIGHER IS BETTER AND ↓ THE OPPOSITE.
Fig. 5. Percentage of correct speed (v) predictions using a 1m/s tolerance
band (t).
of an upcoming crosswalk, a traffic light or a yield instance.
We chose these situations as we believe in these situations
the benefit of the semantic map attention module will become
even more apparent. For easier human understanding we opt
for a tolerance band evaluation, defining correct model speed
predictions if they are within 1m/s of the human ground truth.
Indeed for all instances Model6 outperforms the two others.
The most notable scenario being traffic lights. Model5,
utilizing semantic maps, already results in an absolute 10%
performance boost, however with our attention model, we
are able to boost absolute speed prediction performance by
almost 20%. These are significant gains and highlight how
the map based attention model can overcome segmentation
network shortcomings by promoting classes based on map-
defined driving situations. The intuition being that the class
probability of the traffic light, in this example, will be
promoted when the semantic map indicates the presence of
one in near future. This, to some extent, relaxes the perfor-
mance constraint on segmentation networks for autonomous
driving. As opposed to existing attention mechanisms for
driving models [41] that require accurate object detection,
our presented method can promote the relevant class even if
there is only a minuscule detection probability.
2) Human-likeness: When employing the human-like
training, our discriminator network is tasked with classifying
maneuvers either as being human or machine created using
a cross entropy loss. It is hard to quantify weather a driving
style is human-like. It is also hard to evaluate. In order
to evaluate it quantitatively, we propose a new evaluation
criterion – the human-likeness score. This score is calculated
by clustering human driving maneuvers (δ and v concate-
nated) from the evaluation set S, over a 2s window with a
step size of 1s, into 50 unique clusters using the Kmeans
algorithm. Predicted model maneuvers are then considered
human-like if, for the same window, they are associated
with the same cluster as the human maneuver. We chose
our window and step size to be consistent with our model
training. The human-likeness score is then defined as the
percentage of driving maneuvers generated by a driving
model that are associated to the same cluster as the human
driving maneuvers for the same time window.
To this end we generate model driving maneuvers via
a sequence of three (N = 3) consecutive steering wheel
angle and vehicle speed predictions. We observe, again in
Table II, that our adversarial learning designed for learning
a human-like driving style improves performance and in
particular boosts steering accuracy and the human-likeness
score, see Model7 vs Model4. Interestingly, when a model
drives more accurately, due to the presence of a navigation
component, its human-likeness score improves as well. This
is evidenced by the performance comparison of Model1
vs. Model4 and [20] vs. [7]. We believe that this due
to the driving models clearer understanding of the driving
environment which consequently yields to quite human-like
driving already. Overall, the model trained using all our
modules performs comparably to Model6 and Model7, and
we believe that this model has the most promise for future
work as it can combine the strengths of both parent models.
V. CONCLUSION
This work demonstrates the usefulness of semantic maps
for end-to-end driving models and an adversarial training
strategy to promote human-like driving. We have presented
two approaches that incorporate semantic maps which we
provide for the Drive360 dataset: 1) our late fusion approach
boosts model performance over the standard top-down ren-
dered navigation approach and 2) our semantic map attention
mechanism further improves model performance, with large
gains observed in specific driving scenarios such as at traffic
lights. Additionally, semantic maps allow us to filter for
specific driving scenarios, offering finer evaluation control
and leading to greater model interpret-ability. Adversary
learning was introduced such that the learned driving model
behaves more like human drivers. Our proposed models are
more accurate and human-like than previous methods.
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